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1. INTR~DLJCT~~N 
Let A be a universal algebra. For each positive integer IZ, we define F,(A) 
to be the set of all functions from A” to A. F*(A) is an algebra of the sauce 
type as A, where the operations are defined pointwise. T 
F,(A) generated by the II projections &: A” --P A, &(a1 ,...s a,) = ai (1 < i < n) 
is denoted by T,(A) and is called the algebra of n-place te nctions on A. 
The subalgebra of F,(A) generated by the projections the constant 
functions is denoted by P,,(A) and is called the algebra ~~~-~~~cep~~y~Q~ia~ 
&nctions on A.. 
Let k be a positive integer. The algebra L, ~,(A) = { g E F,(A): for any 
a, )-, ak E An there exists 1 E m(A), g(q) = t(q) for 1 < i ,< kj is called the 
algebra qf n-place k-local term functions, and the function t associated with 
aI ,..-, ak is said to interpolate g at a,,..., a,. ~i~~~a~~y~ L 
{ gEFz(A): for any a,,..., ak E An there exists p E P,(A), g(aJ = 
1 < i < k) is called the algebra of n-place k-locd po~yno~~~~ ftinc
efine LT,(A) = fiFEI L,T,,(A) and L ,(A) = f-lk”l L~~~(A)~ the 
algebras of n-place local term functions and n-place 2ocaE ~~~~~Q~~~~ 
finctions, respectively. 
For any algebra A and any positive integer n, the f~~~ow~~~ chains of 
inclusion hold : 
Given a variety of algebras, it is often the case that many members of 
these chains coincide for all algebras A in the variety. Some results in this 
direction have been found for abelian groups 14, 519 lattices [ 1, 21, and 
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commutative rings with identity [6]. (These and related results are 
summarized in the survey paper by Niibauer [7].) 
In a recent paper by Lausch and the author [3], it was shown that for any 
semilattice S, L .+,P,(S) = LP,(S)Y and that this result cannot be 
strengthened if n = 1. In the present paper, it will be shown that for any 
semilattice S, L,P,(S) = LP,(S) for any n, L, T,(S) = T,(S), L, T2(S) = 
T*(S), and L3T,(S) = T,(S) f or any n. Further, it will be shown that these 
results cannot be strengthened. 
2. POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION ON SEMILATTICES 
It is clear from the laws of the variety of semilattices that any n-place 
polynomial function on a semilattice S can be written in the form k, ni,, & 
or k ni,, &, where k E S, ti is the ith projection from S” to S, and I is a 
non-empty subset of {I,..., n}. In what follows, S will always denote a 
semilattice, and any set I appearing in an expression of the form ni,, si will 
be assumed to be non-empty. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let g E L,P,(S). Then g is a homomorphism from S” 
to s. 
Proof. See [3, Proposition 21. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let g E L,P,(S). Then g can be interpolated by a 
term function at each element of [ran(g)]“, where ran(g) denotes the range 
of g. 
Proof. See [3, Proposition 31. 
DEFINITION. Let g: S” --f S, A E S. For each subset I of { l,..., n}, define 
F4m = lb I)...) s,) E A”: g(s 1 T***Y sn) = niel si}a 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let g E L,P,(S), and let A be a subsemilattice of S. 
Suppose A” = U KEzgA(K), where X is a collection of subsets of {l,..., n} 
with the following property: 
KEXandIK’I>IKlimpliesK’EX. (*I 
Let I be an element of minimal cardinality in X. Then either A” = 6FYA(I) 
or A” = Uice.z,(~j .f?AK>. 
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ProoJ: Suppose A” z u KEx,fI, g*(K). Then there exists r = (hi ,.D~9 YJ E 
KA(l), r tf gA(K) for all K E X\{I}. Hence g(r) = ielri. Let JEX\jli, 
ii..., s,J E gA(J); then g(s) = jEJ sj* Let t -= (II )~~I) r, , where 
ti = St if iE1 
= s.i otherwise. jsr 
Then I[ E for all i, so fEA”= u KE,z gA(K). Therefore t E gA(K> for 
some K E X, so g(t) = Hi,, ti. Since B is of minimal cardin 
]K] > /I]. It follows from this and the definition of ki that g(k) 
Let p E P,(S) interpolate g at Y, s, and b. If p is constant, 
E gA (1). Suppose p = 
so g(s)=fliGfsi and hence 
of.X”\jlj; therefore, u,,,gA(K) = gA(I)) i.e., A” = @FA(I). 
COROLLARY. Let A be a subsemilattice of S. Thx k, ,(S) n E, T&t) CE 
TnVA)* 
ProojI ket gE L3P,(S)nL,T,(A). Then A” = U,,,KA(K) for some 
X. We may assume that X satisfies condition (*) of the ~r~p~si~~~~. 
Suppose Z is chosen such that ].X] is minimal. Let I be a set 
c~~~~~a~~t~ in .Z. By the proposition, either A” = !JxE,x,kri EFd 
gA(l). The former is impossible since X was chosen to be of minima!. 
card~nal~ty~ Therefore A” = gAA(I), so g E T,(A). 
The next result replaces Proposition 8 of [3]. 
Ifg E &P,(S), then g E ~~~(ra~~g)). 
Proof. Let g E &P,(S). It follows from Propositio 
subsemilattice of s. By Proposition 2.2, g E k 
A = ran(g) in the corollary to Proposition 2.3 yields g E ~~~a~~g)). 
Pro.00~ See 13, Proposition 41. 
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The latter part of the proof of the next result is the same as for 
Proposition 7 of [3], but is repeated here for the sake of convenience. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If gEL,P,(S)\T,(S), then ran(g) is directed 
upwards, i.e., for any e, f E ran(g) there exists c E ran(g) with c > e, c >J 
ProoJ Let e, f E ran(g). If e =f, then the conclusion is trivial, so 
assume e #J: Define E = (e,..., e) and F = (J; . . . . f) in S”. By Proposition 2.2, 
g(E) = e and g(F) =J: By applying the corollary to Proposition 2.3 with 
A = S, we deduce the existence of r E S” such that g cannot be expressed as 
a term function at r. Let p E P,(S) interpolate g at E, F, and r. By the choice 
of E, F and r, p can be neither constant nor a term function; hence 
p = k JJel & for some k E S and some I. Consequently, e = g(E) = ke and 
f = g(F) = k$ Let K = (k,..., k) and c = g(K). Then ce = g(K) g(E) = g(KE), 
by Proposition 2.1. But g(KE) = g(E) = e, whence ce = e, i.e., e < c. 
Similarly, f < c. 
The proof of the next result is the same as for Theorem 9 of [3]; again, we 
repeat it here. 
THEOREM 2.7. L,P,(S) = LP,(S). 
Proo$ Let g E L,P,(S). If g is constant or a term function, then 
g E LP,(S). If not, let r(1) ,..., r(h) E S”. Then g(r(l)),..., g(r(h)) E ran(g); 
therefore, by Proposition 2.6, there exists c E ran(g) such that g(r(j)) < c 
(1 <j < h). Let C = (c,..., c); then g(C) = c, by Proposition 2.2. Hence 
g(r( j)) = cg(r( j)) = g(C) g(r( j)) = g(Cr( j)), by Proposition 2.1. Now, by 
Proposition 2.5, ran(g) is an ideal, so cr(j)t E ran(g) for all i, j, where 
r(j) = WI1 T-..y r(.AJ. Thus Cr(j) E bN d 1 n (1 <j<h). BY 
Proposition 2.4, g(Cr(j)) = nIier cr(j)t for some I (1 < j < h), so g(r(j)) = 
JJi,, cr(j), = c ~iel r(j),. Thus p = c ni,, C interpolates g at r(l),..., r(h), 
so g E LP,(S). 
It may be noted that Lemma 5 and Propositions 6 and 8 of [3] are not 
required in the proof. 
THEOREM 2.8. The result of Theorem 2.7 is the best possible. More 
precisely, for each of (i)-(iii) b e ow, 1 a semilattice S can be found such that 
strict inequality holds : 
(9 VW) 2 GUS); 
(ii) &P,(S) = &P,(S); 
(iii) LP,(S) 3 P,(S). 
Proo$ See [3, Proposition 11. 
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ecall that each term function on S may be written in the form 
for some 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(9 L, T,(S) = T,(S). 
(ii) L, T,(S) = T*(S). 
(iii) L3 a,(S) = T,(S). 
Puoo4: (i) It is clear that L, Tl;(S) = Tl(S), since {I is the only term 
function when n = I. 
(ii) Let g E E, T,(S). If g = lr or &, then g E T*(S). If not, then there 
exist a,, a*, b,, b, E S such that g(a,, a?) # a, and g(b,) b2) f 6,. Let 
s,, sz E S. Let t, E T2(S) interpolate g at (ck,, a>) and (sl,s& an 
t, E T,(S) interpolate g at (b,, bJ and (sr, sJ. Then t1 = c, or tit2 and 
t, = <I or rl& ~ In each possible case, g(s,, s2) = sIsz. Since s, and s2 were 
arbitrary, g = rr <, . Therefore g E T,(S). 
(iii) Let g E L, T,(S). Then g E L,P,(S) and g E LIT,(S). ‘Faking 
A = S in the corollary to IProposition 2.3, we obtain g E a,(S). 
THEORBM 3.2. The result of Theorem 3.1 is the best possible. Mire 
~recisely~ for each of (i) aid (ii) below, a ~em~~att~ce S an be found such 
that strict ~~e~ua~~ty holds : 
(i) L,Tn(S)~L,Tn(S)for n>2; 
(ii) L, T,(S) 3 L, T,(S) for II > 3. 
ProoJ (i) It is sufficient to give an example with n = 2. 
ment semilattice, and let g: S2 -+ S, g(1, 1) = g(O, 1 
Then g E L,T,(S)\L, T2(S). 
IS sufficient to give an example with it = 3. Let S be 
and (ii) It ; let g:S+S, g(0, 0,O) = g(0, 0, 1) = g(0, I9 0) = g(l, 
)=g(l,O,1)=g(O,1,l)=g(l,1,1)= 1. TbengEL2Tj( 
It is interesting to note that the general behaviour of the chain of the 
EkTn(S) does not become apparent until n reaches 3. As far as the author is 
aware, the general behaviour is apparent when n is either I or 2 for all 
algebras investigated so far in the literature. In convection with &is, 
NBbauer [7] comments that in all known examples of chains of local 
polynomial functions, the equalities for n = 2 are also valid if pz > 2. 
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